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Abstract
The objective of the current study is to assess the influence of employee quality performance, customer
orientation as the antecedents of customer satisfaction and customer loyalty is the outcome of customer
satisfaction of restaurant customer in the context of Bangladesh. The anticipated model aims to enhance the
understanding of the influence of employee quality performance, customer orientation on customer satisfaction
and consequential effect of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty. 295 customers were assessed with a
self-administered questionnaire incorporating purposive judgmental sampling that is a non-probability sampling
technique. A second-generation data analysis technique-structural equation modeling partial least square
(SEM-PLS) was used to analyze the data and to test the hypothesized relationship. The result of the analysis
showed a significant positive influence of employee quality performance and customer orientation on customer
satisfaction. Moreover, customer satisfaction has been found having a significant positive relationship with
customer loyalty. The study can help the management of the restaurants to realize the significance of employee
quality performance and customer orientation on customer satisfaction as well as customer satisfaction on
loyalty.
Keywords: employee quality performance, customer orientation, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and
restaurant in Bangladesh
1. Introduction
Due to intense competition among different companies and industries, marketers are bound to apply different
strategies and tactics to get their customers as loyal and to maintain the customers’ loyalty (Keller, 2008). The
paramount importance of customer loyalty has led the academicians and researchers to concentrate on this
particular aspect of marketing literature for last three decades (Steinhoff & Palmatier, 2016). Loyalty is the
outcome of successful marketing strategies and tactics. Loyalty of customers can be understood through the
exhibited behaviors from the customers such as repeat purchase, allegiance, commitment to the organizations
and engagement with the organizations (Azize, Cemal, & Hakan, 2011). Therefore, customer loyalty can be
defined as the behaviors of those customers who purchase repeatedly, recommend the organizations to other
customers and hold positive attitudes toward the organizations (Kandampully, Zhang, & Bilgihan, 2015).
Kandampully et al. (2015) recommended that loyal customer can be a source of organizational growth as well as
competitive advantage in the industry. Loyal customers can form the customer base for the marketers. Loyal
customers can help the organizations to reduce the costs, increase the efficiency and are more willing to purchase
with greater quantity if needed and give more business to their preferred organizations (Castaldo, Grosso,
Mallarini, & Rindone, 2016). So, the results of customer loyalty can be spelled as increased sales volume, more
recurrent purchases and customer recommendations to other customers (Yee, Yeung, & Cheng, 2011). Therefore,
it is indispensable for the marketers to identify the relevant strategies and tactics that can help the organizations
to make their customers more loyal. If any business organization wants to make their customers loyal, its prime
concern should be to focus on making the customer more satisfied than their rivals in the target market
(Chochoľáková, Gabčová, Belás, & Sipko, 2015; Gopalkrishnan, Mishra, Gupta, & Vetrivel, 2011). Thus,
customer satisfaction is the prerequisite to have loyal customers.
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Customer satisfaction is widely used ttool to make thhe customers lloyal and usedd as a key conccept in the business
particularly in services industry. If thhe organizationns are not ablee to satisfy thheir customers,, the conseque
ential
effect is leess attachmentt with the orgaanization from
m the customerrs. When the ccustomers are not satisfied it can
increase thhe switching tendencies off the customerrs and ultimatte switch to competitive orgganization (Hill &
Alexanderr, 2017). Ressearchers alsoo recommendeed focusing oon customer satisfaction tthat can help
p the
organizatioon to make thheir customerss more loyal (Steinhoff & Palmatier, 2016). In a receent study, Husssain,
Al-Nasser & Hussain (2015) also foound different dimensions aas predictors oof customer saatisfaction suc
ch as
service quuality (Li, Ye, & Law, 2013), customerr relationship management (Khodakaram
mi & Chan, 2014),
customer vvalue propositiion (Flint & W
Woodruff, 20144).
Many othher studies allso found diffferent predicctors of custoomer satisfacttion such as employee qu
uality
performannce, customer orientation, ccorporate sociial responsibillity, dining ennvironment annd food qualitty of
restaurantss (Izogo, & Oggba, 2015; Leee, Lee, & Kangg, 2012; Korscchun, Bhattachharya, & Swaiin, 2014). Whe
ereas,
many otheer researcherss focused on different outccomes of cusstomer satisfacction such as customer loy
yalty,
purchase w
with larger quaantity, revisit inntention (Hill & Alexander, 2017), purchase behavior (O
Orel & Kara, 2014),
repurchasee intention andd repurchase bbehavior (Papppas, Pateli, Giiannakos, & C
Chrissikopoulos, 2014). Base
ed on
the previouus literature it can be proclaiimed that theree are few studiies that tried too find customeer satisfaction is
i the
focus of eemployee quallity performannce and custom
mer orientationn as well as ccustomer loyaalty is the outc
come
variable oof customer saatisfaction in the context oof hospitality and tourism iindustry. Furthhermore, in ea
arlier
research reesearchers havve tried to ideentify the effecct of customerr satisfaction oon customer loyalty on diffferent
time framee in different industries
i
wheereas hospitaliity and tourism
m industry is sstill unexploreed in the conte
ext of
developingg countries (K
Khan, & Fasih, 2014). Owingg to this reseaarch gap in thee context of deeveloping coun
ntries
like Banggladesh, the current
c
study focus on em
mployee qualitty performancce and custom
mer orientatio
on as
antecedentts of customeers’ satisfaction and custom
mer loyalty is the outcome of customer satisfaction. More
M
specifically, in the context of restaurannt business in B
Bangladesh theere is a paucityy of research inn this regard. Thus,
T
from the previous literrature supportt it can be saaid that the ccurrent study will provide an avenue to
o the
practitioneers to link the research outcoome of the currrent study forr the developm
ment of the resstaurant custom
mers’
satisfactionn and loyalty. Therefore, thee current studyy tried to obtaain the followiing objectives and developed the
following theoretical fraamework.
1.

To finnd the effect of employee quuality performaance on restaurrant customerss’ satisfaction.

2.

To finnd the effect of customer oriientation on resstaurant custom
mers’ satisfacttion

3.

To iddentify the effeect of restaurannt customers’ ssatisfaction on customer loyaalty.

F
Figure 1. Proposed Study Framework
ure Review an
nd Hypothesiss
2. Literatu
2.1 Servicee Quality Perfo
formance and C
Customer Satissfaction
In this heiightened comppetition era thhe employee sservice qualityy performancee is now consiidered an esse
ential
strategy. S
Success of any service providder in the long run is closely associated witth high-qualityy customer services
that determ
mines the exteent of customeer satisfaction and loyalty (L
Lymperopoulos, Chaniotakiss, & Soureli, 2006;
2
Hussain ett al., 2015). From
F
previous literature empployee qualityy performance can be foundd in different firms
f
such as fr
friendly emplooyees, responssive employeees, empatheticc employees, employee’s kknowledge, he
elpful
employeess, accuracy off billing, accuuracy of servicces, billing tim
meliness, and quick servicees (Zeng, Pha
an, &
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Matsui, 2015; Zehir, Ertosun, Zehir, & Müceldilli, 2012).
Employee quality performance can be spelled as employee satisfaction that helps them to perform better and
serve for minimizing customer absenteeism, tardiness and enhance commitment to the organization (Zehir et al.,
2012). Quality services can ensure the customer satisfaction that is the most challenging goal to obtain but
important aspects that is faced by the recent service industries (Carter, Armenakis, Field, & Mossholder, 2013).
Employee quality performance of service quality is closely related to customer satisfaction that also helps to
evaluate the performance of service organizations in the light of service providers (Zhao, Lu, Zhang, & Chau,
2012). A new concept had been introduced by Ladhari (2009) named as HOLSERV that is used specifically in
lodging and hospitality industry. According to HOLSERV concept employee reliability, employee performance
quality and other tangibles aspects of intangible services can help to evaluate the service quality for lodging and
hospitality industry. As a result, managers of this particular industry are giving more concern on retaining the
employees who can provide superior value to their customers by quality performance (Amin, Yahya, Ismayatim,
Nasharuddin, & Kassim, 2013; Berezina, Bilgihan, Cobanoglu, & Okumus, 2016).
Traditional marketing literature and identification theory recommended that front-line employees in the service
organization have direct interaction with the customer where the customer satisfaction largely depends on the
performance of the employees. Employees’ quality performance can also determine organizational performance
in terms of having satisfied and loyal customers (Adzoyi, Jan Blomme, & Honyenuga, 2018). In previous
literature (Sekuliс & Mandariс, 2014) also found the same conception that employee performance can ensure the
quality services of the organization that can be considered an indispensable element of customer satisfaction.
From the conceptualization of the service profit chain (S-PC), it can be said that overall service value perceived
by customer is closely linked with customer satisfaction and it depends largely on the performance of the
employees (Marković & Raspor Janković, 2013; Benavides-Velasco, Quintana-García, & Marchante-Lara, 2014).
The justification behind this belief is that better services approached by the organization can lead to increased
satisfaction among customers (Ryu, Lee, & Gon Kim, 2012; Subramanian, Gunasekaran, Cheng, & Ning, 2014).
In the context of Bangladesh, Mazumder & Hasan, (2014) initiated to clarify the association between customer
expected services and their satisfaction in hotel business. These authors have found that the employee quality
performance has positive effect on the performance of the organization. This rationale is perceived as a most
important and common practice in the service industry especially for lodging and hotel services. Therefore, from
the previous literature support it can be considered that employee quality performance in the restaurant business
can determine the success of restaurants business by exerting influences on customer satisfaction. Thus,
grounded on the literature support the current study deliberates the following hypothesis;
Hypothesis 1: Employee quality performance is positively associated with customer satisfaction.
2.2 Customer Orientation and Customer Satisfaction
Extant literature on social identification theory is increasing for customer attitudinal outcome such as customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty (He, Li, & Keung Lai, 2011). Customers are the king and being the non-formal
members of a company can develop robust and long-lasting identification and close association with business
organizations (He & Li, 2011). Based on the literature support customer orientation can be defined as the
understanding of the target markets that enable them to create superior value for the customers according to
customers’ expectation (Narver, Slater, & MacLachlan, 2004; Homburg, Müller, & Klarmann, 2011). It is also
suggested by the researchers that organizational performance can be attained through providing greater value to
customers that largely depend on having appropriate customer orientation throughout the organization
(Grissemann, Plank, & Brunner-Sperdin, 2013).
According to the previous literature the impact of customer orientation can be discussed in terms of two aspects
that are closely related with customer satisfaction such as value-based customer orientation (Wang, Chen & Chen,
2012) and action-based customer orientation (He et al., 2011). Value-based customer orientation focuses to fulfill
customer needs by being knowledgeable about customers’ expectation for service quality and it can determine
customer satisfaction (Blocker, Flint, Myers, & Slater, 2011). Whereas other aspect focuses on the usage of
feedback from customers and accommodation of those feedback while taking organizational decision that is
known as action-based customer orientation (He et al., 2011). According to this definition it can be said that the
service organizations with customer orientation take every decision according to expectation of service quality of
their customers and incorporate the slogans such as “Customers are always right”, and “Customers are our God”,
and it can be resulted in the customer satisfaction. Customers can easily rely on the business organization and
they form a belief that they are important for the organizations and are more prone to be satisfied with services
from that organization (Kibbeling, Van Der Bij, & Van Weele, 2013).
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Therefore, employees in the organization can better comprehend that the customers are important and can
concentrate more on customer satisfaction by providing superior value than their rivals (Wu, Tsai, & Fu, 2013).
When employees are informed that the customers are important for the performance of the organizations, they
put more emphasis on providing superior customer service. Moreover, employees are more likely to respond by
investing more time and energy in providing quality service to the customers. Consequently, the customers
become more satisfied with the services (Gazzoli, Hancer, & Kim, 2013). So, customer orientation can increase
the performance of the organization in terms of providing superior value to the target customer (Grissemann et
al., 2013), enhance bonding with the customer (Wang & Feng, 2012), result in higher revenue for the
organization as well as result in customer satisfaction (Rodriguez, Peterson, & Ajjan, 2015). With this notion the
following hypothesis for this study can be proposed;
Hypothesis 2: Customer orientation is positively related with customer satisfaction.
2.3 Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty
There is a notion that, customer satisfaction has the influence on organizational growth and profitability.
Therefore, making the customer more satisfied is the vital of any organization (Saeidi, Sofian, Saeidi, Saeidi, &
Saaeidi, 2015). Customer satisfaction is being a dominant concept in marketing literature can be considered as
important goal of all business activities (Deesomlert & Sawmong, 2013; Bhat & Darzi, 2016). Therefore,
customer satisfaction is considered as the vital for customer loyalty (Yuksel, Yuksel, & Bilim, 2010). It has been
found in the literature of lodging industry that the participants of this industry are thriving for customer
satisfaction and are giving extra priorities to ensure that their customers are satisfied with the services offered
(Ali & Amin, 2014). The outcome of customer satisfaction in hotel industry is considered with paramount
importance that can give future business for the hotel and restaurant organization and can improve organizational
economic performance in terms of increased sales (Kandampully et al., 2015).
Satisfied customers of any organization can enhance the growth of the organization by giving extra businesses in
terms of increased sales (Rose, Clark, Samouel, & Hair, 2012). Rose et al. (2012) and (Han & Hyun, 2015)
found the significant positive impact of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty. These authors revealed that
when customers get their expected services, they become satisfied with the services of the organizations and the
consequential outcome is the loyalty to that organization from the customers. They also mentioned that the
satisfied customers are more interested to develop long-term attachment with the business organization.
Therefore, customers’ loyalty can be developed over a period of time from series of transaction with the service
providers who can satisfy the customers. The authors also claimed that if the organizations are able to provide
the expected services to their customer the result can be customer loyalty (Lee, Capella, Taylor, & Gabler, 2014).
Restaurant service providers’ ability to retain customers will depend on how they can satisfy their customers and
encourage them to make repeat purchases (Yee et al., 2011; Keisidou, Sarigiannidis, Maditinos, & Thalassinos,
2013). Thus, based on the previous literature support it can be claimed that if the organization can make their
customer more satisfied the outcome will be loyalty from the customers for that organization. Therefore, in this
regard the following hypothesis can be considered;
Hypothesis 3: Customer satisfaction is positively related with customer loyalty in restaurant business.
3. Methodology
3.1 Population and Sample
The nature of the current study was cross-sectional where data were gathered, and conclusion was drawn at a
specific point of time. The study focused on the restaurant customer in the Dhaka city, the capital of Bangladesh.
According to the Bangladesh Restaurant Society and Association (2017) majority of the restaurants are located in
Dhaka. Moreover, within last 2 years 453 new restaurants have been established due to the increased demand in
Dhaka City (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 2017) Therefore, Dhaka was considered as the sampling frame of
the current study. For collecting data of the current study, the researchers communicated to the different
restaurants in different areas of Dhaka city. Purposive judgmental sampling technique has been used in the
current study. Judgmental sampling technique is a segment of purposive sampling method of nonprobability
sampling design. This specific technique is restricted to special categories of participants who can be a source of
the expected information, as they are the group who holds it, or coincide to some assumptions fixed by the
researchers (Sekaran & Bougie, 2010). According to Hair, Hult, Ringle, Sarstedt & Thiele, (2017) Judgmental
sampling technique is suitable when there is no complete list of the respondents. Previous researches in the
context of Bangladesh also employed judgmental sampling method for study (Rubel & Kee, 2015; Rubel, Rimi,
Yusliza, & Kee, 2018).
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In this studdy, a total of 800
8 questionnaaires were disttributed to thee different restaaurants where 315 were retu
urned
with a respponse rate of 39.37%. Amoong these 315 questionnaires 20 were nott used to analyyze the data du
ue to
incompleteeness and insuufficient inform
mation. Thereefore, 295 queestionnaires weere found usabble and suitab
ble to
analyze thhe data with a response ratee of 36.87%. R
Rubel, Rimi, Kee and Yuslliza (2017) haad found only 30%
responses in their study in banking inndustry in Banggladesh and foound the outcoome as satisfacctory. Furtherm
more,
in Partial L
Least Square (PLS) analysis 100 samples aare sufficient to analyze the ddata (Hair et aal., 2017). Thuss, the
response rate of the current study is coonsidered accepptable for dataa analysis.
The currennt study used both SPSS sttatistical analyytical packagee (version 21) and Smart PL
LS M 2.0 for data
analysis annd hypothesiss testing. SPSS
S was used foor data entry aand examinatiion of other ddescriptive ana
alysis
whereas, P
PLS was consiidered for asseessing both ouuter and inner model as welll as the coefficcient of the model.
m
The averagge value of the latent constrructs of the cuurrent study rannges from 3.81 to 4.06. Herre the highest mean
m
value show
wed for custom
mer loyalty andd lowest valuee represented ffor employee qquality perform
mance. The hig
ghest
and lowesst standard deeviation (S.D)) value also ffound for the same variablles. Moreoverr, the demogra
aphic
informatioon represents thhat more than one-third of thhe respondentts’ age ranges ffrom 36 to 45 (43%). Out off 295
respondennts, 76% were identified
i
as uunmarried and more than twoo-third of the rrespondents (772%) having higher
secondary school certificcates.
3.2 Measuurement Instrum
ment
Outcome vvariable of thee current researrch is the Loyyalty that has bbeen measuredd by three item
ms adapted from
m the
previous w
work of Aydiin & Ozer (22005). Again, the customerr satisfaction is considered as focus varriable
measured by three itemss and had beenn adapted of thhe study of (Homburg et al., 2011). Reliabbility value of these
two variabbles was reported as 0.777 and 0.81 respectively annd consideredd acceptable. Furthermore, two
antecedentt constructs em
mployee qualitty performancce and customer orientation were adapted from the prev
vious
validated scale of Croniin Jr, Brady & Hult, (2000) with 9 and 5 items respecctively. Alphaa value of both
h the
constructs found acceptaable with the vvalue of 0.78 annd 0.83 respecctively.
4. Results of the Analyssis
4.1 Measuurement Modell
For assesssing the gooddness of meassurement moddel, the researrchers need too examine both convergentt and
discriminaant validity. Too determine thhis magnitudee to which thee construct is with similar meaning or same,
s
convergennt validity has been used byy assessing thee loading of thhe individual iitems, AVE annd CR (Hair et
e al.,
2017). In this regard thhe minimum aacceptable valuue for loadingg, AVE and C
CR were consiidered 0.5 both for
loading annd AVE, and 0..7, for CR resppectively (Hairr et al., 2017). Based on the ccriterion three items were de
eleted
from empployee quality performance (EQP5, EQP
P6, and EQP 8) due to thee loading founnd lower than
n the
recommennded value. Tabble 1 displays the loadings, A
AVE and CR oof all the constrructs.
Table 1. R
Result of Measuurement Modeel
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Next, discrriminant validity has been m
measured to finnd out to what extent items arre competent tto separate betw
ween
variables oor to assess disstinct thoughtss (Fornell & L
Larcker, 1981; Rubel, Kee, & Rimi, 2017).. For this study
y, the
discriminaant validity was
w found to be acceptablee where all thhe diagonal vvalue found hhigher than all the
off-diagonnal.
Table 2. D
Discriminant Vaalidity Table

4.2 Structuural Model
Structural model revealss the linkage oof the variabless formed for thhe research moodel (Santhanaamery & Rama
ayah,
2015; Rubbel et al., 20188). The relativee importance oof the path estiimates for a sttudy and the vvariance that ca
an be
explained (R2) by the enndogenous variiables can be uunderstood by tthe goodness oof the proposedd theoretical model
m
(Chin, 20110). The propoosed model is bbeing investigaated by the datta through the ccalculation of the R2 and the
e path
coefficientts (Chin, 20100). Moreover, bootstrapping analysis had been used thaat is a techniqque of re-samp
pling.
Bootstrappping analysis generates
g
a boootstrap samplee in order to gget the standarrd error of thee hypothesis te
esting
and it is ddone by using repeated randdom sampling instead of usinng the originaal sample (Corrdeiro et al., 2010).
The signifficance of eachh path coefficieent can be meaasured with thee help of bootsstrapping technniques that disp
plays
the significcance of the hyypothesized diirection to suppport the developed causal asssociation and vice-versa (Hair et
al., 2017).
mer satisfactionn (focus variabble) can be exxplained by em
mployee qualitty performance
e and
31% variaance of custom
customer oorientation thaat considered tthe antecedentt of customer satisfaction inn the current sstudy. On the other
hand, customer loyalty is
i the outcomee of the currentt study that cann be explainedd (38%) by cusstomer satisfac
ction.
Table 3 shhowed the outccome of the sttructural modeel. The findinggs of the analyysis showed booth the anteced
dents
such as em
mployee qualityy performancee (β = 0. 0.119, p < 0.01) andd customer orientation (β = 00.279, p < 0.01
1) are
positively related with customer satiisfaction. On other hand, ccustomer satissfaction also showed a possitive
significantt association with
w customer loyalty (β = 00. 0.338, p < 00.01). Hence, tthe result show
ws that H1, H2
2 and
H3 are acccepted for the current
c
study.
Table 3. R
Results of the Hypothesis
H
Test

5. Discusssion
The currennt study tried to fill the gaap that is unexplored yet by the previouus studies. Passt researchers have
evidently identified diffferent antecedeents and conseequences of ccustomers’ loyaalty in the conntext of develloped
countries aand in other inndustries (Goppalkrishnan et aal., 2011; Bhaat & Darzi, 20116; Lee et al., 2012). The cu
urrent
study reveeals the findinggs that employyee quality peerformance andd customer oriientation havee positive influ
uence
on custom
mer satisfactionn for the restaaurant businesss. The result of this studyy clearly signifies that emplloyee
quality perrformance andd customer oriientation can bbe regarded ass the significannt predictors hhaving influenc
ce on
customer satisfaction. Earlier
E
studies have also prroved the importance of em
mployee qualitty performance for
satisfying the customers (Mazumder & Hasan, 20144; Kandampullyy et al., 2015; Jauhari & Bharwani, 2017). The
authors haave suggested that
t the custom
mer satisfactionn in the lodginng and hospitaality industry can be attained with
the help oof two elemennts: one is fuunctional (i.e.,, the food andd beverage inn a restaurant) and the oth
her is
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performannce-delivery thhat means the employee quaality performaance while prooviding the serrvices. The cu
urrent
study findiings corresponnd to the previoous study findiings.

Figure 2. Structural Moodel
In the conttext of Bangladesh, Uddin & Akhter (20122) suggested thhat the quality performance oof the employe
ees in
the servicees organizationns play signifiicant role to saatisfy customeers. Therefore,, based on the previous literature
support along with the findings
f
of thee current studyy it can be said that if the eemployees perrform properly
y and
provide suuperior servicees to the custoomers in the reestaurant orgaanization the ccustomers will be more satissfied.
Again, it ccan be assumed that organizzations will proovide more suppport to their employees thaat will motivatte the
employeess to provide suuperior value too their custom
mers through quuality performaance. Lastly, itt can be said th
hat if
employeess find appropriiate and conduucive environm
ment to perform
m in a better w
way which cann help them to
o find
more satissfied customer.. Melián-Gonzzález & Bulchhand-Gidumal, (2016) also foound that the pperformance of
o the
hotels larggely depends onn the quality pperformance off the employeees.
Another obbjective of thee current studyy was to assesss the impact off customer orieentation on cusstomer satisfac
ction.
The result of the analysiis showed a siignificant posittive relationshhip between cuustomer orientaation and customer
satisfactionn. The findingg of the currentt study is conssistent with thee previous studdies (Ramani & Kumar, 2008
8; Ha
& Jang, 20010; Blut, Frennnea, Mittal, & Mothersbauggh, 2015; Jauhhari & Bharwanni, 2017). Theese authors clarrified
that propeer orientation of customer hhelps the orgaanizations to m
make their cuustomers more satisfied with
h the
services. IIn other wordss, it can be prooclaimed that if the restauraants become m
more concern too know about their
customer expectation annd accommoddate them whiile taking deciision and desiigning strategies and tactics the
consequenntial outcome is the customerr satisfaction.
Therefore,, based on the literature suupport and thee result of thhe current studdy the follow
wing notion ca
an be
consideredd such as, if the restaurantt businesses bbecome custom
mer oriented, the businessees will have more
satisfied cuustomers withh the provided services. Furthhermore, it cann be assumed that if the business organiza
ations
give approopriate concerrn to their customer need aand demands, the outcome will be to have more satiisfied
customers. Lastly, it can also be considdered that wheen customers aare well privileeged based on their opinion in
i the
organizatioon it can leadd to their satissfaction while receiving thee services. Thuus, based on tthe findings of
o the
analysis annd the past liteerature evidencce and justificaation, the posittive effect of ccustomer orienntation on customer
satisfactionn proved the hypothesized
h
connection.
Finally, this study focuseed on customeer loyalty as ouutcome of custtomer satisfacttion which alsso found signifficant
positive reelationship. Thhis relationshipp also found siignificant in thhe previous litterature (Ramaaseshan, Rabbanee,
& Tan Hsiin Hui, 2013; Hussain
H
et al.,, 2015; Izogo & Ogba, 20155; Berezina et al., 2016; Su, Swanson, & Chen,
C
2016). Thhese authors revealed
r
that ssatisfied custoomer can be considered ass the valuablee resources for the
organizatioons and need to
t retain throuugh appropriatte strategies too increase the pperformance oof the organiza
ation.
Thus, it caan be clarifiedd that if the reestaurants can make their cuustomers moree satisfied withh their service
es the
consequenntial outcome will
w be more lloyal customerrs. In the conteext of restauraant business inn Bangladesh iti has
also been found significcant due to seeveral reasons. First, it can bbe assumed thhat customer iin the restaura
ant in
Bangladessh have the chance to explorre their views and ideas reggarding their annticipations w
which also help
ps the
organizatioon to remain them
t
in long ruun. Second, it can be considdered that customers have thhe power and scope
s
to determiine and impleement their deecision in the restaurants. T
Therefore, from
m the findingss and the literrature
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justification the result of the current study considered acceptable.
6. Conclusion and Limitations
Therefore, from the ultimate perspective of customer loyalty it is essential to focus on customer satisfaction and
customer loyalty is behavioral outcome of customer satisfaction. Services organizations should gather
knowledge about how they can enhance the level of customer satisfaction that helps them to have loyal
customers. The present study reveals that employee quality performance and customer orientation are the ways
to achieve this purpose. Management of any business organization should focus on improving employee
performance in terms of providing quality services to their customers. Thus, decision makers of any service
organization should believe if they want to have satisfied and loyal customers, they should work on employee
quality performance and emphasize on customer. Moreover, it is an utmost importance for organization to focus
on customer satisfaction which can improve the financial performance of the organization.
Like other research this study has several limitations. This study has considered only the customers of some
selected restaurants of Dhaka Therefore, the findings of the current study cannot generalized for the whole
industry and the other industry in Bangladesh. Second, this study only considers two predictors of customer
satisfaction whereas, many other factors may have significant influence on satisfaction of restaurants customers.
Therefore, it is suggesting to the future researchers and practitioners to consider other predictors and outcome of
customer satisfaction in hotel and lodging industry. So, more studies are felt important in this regard.
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